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Abstract—The instantiation of a maximally recoverable (MR)
code is shown to be a special case of generic network coding. The
deﬁning condition of MR codes, called potential independence, is
shown to be equivalent to maximal matching in bipartite graphs.
Algorithms for MR instantiation are proposed and upper bounds
on the required ﬁeld size are derived.









I. I NTRODUCTION


Traditionally, codes for data storage are designed mainly for
reliability. For modern distributed storage systems (DSS), there
is an increasing concern on efﬁcient repairing of failed storage
nodes. To reduce disk I/O during the repair process, a new
family of erasure codes called locally repairable (LR) codes
has been introduced independently in [1] and [2]. The key
concept of LR codes is symbol locality, denoted by r, which
means that a lost symbol of a codeword can be recovered from
no more than r other symbols of the same codeword. Some
constructions of LR codes can be found in [3], [4], [5].
Most existing works related to LR codes implicitly assume
that all storage nodes are simply fully connected with one
another. Network topology is not taken into account for code
design. In practical DSS, storage nodes may be separated
geographically and connected through a network, which may
also consists of intermediate devices such as switches or
routers. To address the design issues of practical DSS, our
previous work [6] focuses on the design of LR codes over a
heterogeneous network with an arbitrary topology. A related
work can be found in [7].
Our work in [6] considers only binary codes. Using larger
ﬁeld size, the erasure-correction capability of the code can be
enhanced. Given a code topology, some erasure patterns are
intrinsically uncorrectable. For potentially correctable erasure
patterns, it is most desirable if all of them can be corrected by
assigning ﬁeld elements properly subject to code topology constraints. The resultant code is said to be maximally recoverable
(MR), a concept ﬁrst discussed in [8] and subsequently studied
in [9], [10]. In this paper, we investigate this concept by
connecting it to generic network coding and maximal bipartite
matching. Our contributions are three-fold. First, the problem
of MR instantiation is shown to be a generic network coding
problem with a four-layer network topology. Second, the

Fig. 1. A storage network G with six nodes.

concept of potential independence is shown to be equivalent to
maximal matching in bipartite graphs. Third, two algorithms
for MR instantiation are designed and the corresponding upper
bounds on the required ﬁeld size are derived.
II. M OTIVATION
Consider a storage network G, which consists of six storage
nodes labeled from 1 to 6, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume
that the repair groups have been chosen for this network, for
example, by the algorithm in [6]. Suppose that they are R1 =
{1, 2, 4}, R2 = {1, 2, 3, 5}, and R3 = {3, 5, 6}. Let C be a
linear LR code over GF(q) for G and c = (c1 , c2 , . . . , c6 ) be
a codeword of C. Since a failed node, by deﬁnition, can be
repaired by all other nodes together in the same repair group,
we can obtain the following three equations:
h11 c1 + h12 c2 + h14 c4 = 0,
h21 c1 + h22 c2 + h23 c3 + h25 c5 = 0,
h33 c3 + h35 c5 + h36 c6 = 0,
where hi,j ’s are elements of GF(q). Let
⎡
0 h14
0
h11 h12
0 h25
H = ⎣h21 h22 h23
0
0 h33
0 h35

⎤
0
0 ⎦
h36

(1)

be the parity-check matrix for C. It can be seen that some
components of H are restricted to be zero due to the code
topology while others are variables to be determined. Note that
if we remove the columns 3, 5, 6 of H, the resultant sub-matrix
is intrinsically singular, which means that the erasure pattern
{3, 5, 6} are information-theoretically uncorrectable, no matter how large the ﬁeld size is and how we assign the variables.
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Similarly, the erasure pattern {1, 2, 4} are also informationtheoretically uncorrectable. Except for the erasure patterns
{1, 2, 4} and {3, 5, 6}, other erasure patterns containing three
storage nodes are potentially correctable. For example, if the
ternary ﬁeld is used and the variables are assigned such that
⎤
⎡
2 2 0 1 0 0
H = ⎣2 1 2 0 1 0 ⎦ ,
0 0 1 0 1 1

V



we can check that all erasure patterns of size 3 are correctable
except for the erasure patterns {1, 2, 4} and {3, 5, 6}. From
this example, we can see that if the code topology is ﬁxed,
the capability of erasure tolerance can be maximized if the
coefﬁcients of parity-check equations are properly chosen from
a sufﬁciently large ﬁnite ﬁeld. It is noteworthy that if the
ﬁeld size is not large enough, potentially correctable erasure
patterns may not all be made correctable no matter how we
choose the coefﬁcients. For example, if the binary ﬁeld is used
instead, for H given in (1), there is no way to correct all
erasure patterns in the form of {j, 4, 6} for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}.













W

Fig. 2. GH for the parity-check matrix H in (1).

The above result implies the following equivalent deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 2. An instantiation of H is said to be MR if
the resultant code can correct every erasure pattern that is
correctable by some instantiation of H.
IV. C ONNECTION TO G ENERIC N ETWORK C ODING

III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

In this section, we show that an MR instantiation of a given
H is equivalent to a generic network code for a corresponding
single-source acyclic network. Given H, we deﬁne an acyclic
network that has four layers of nodes as follows. In the top
layer, there is a single source node s. In the second layer, there
are ω  n−k nodes, each of which is connected by a directed
edge from s. In the third layer, there are n nodes. If the (i, j)th entry of H is a variable, then there is a directed edge from
node i in the second layer to node j in the third layer. In
the bottom layer, there is only one single node t, and there is
a directed edge from each node in the third layer to node t.
We denote the network by GH . The edges in GH can also be
naturally classiﬁed into three layers, namely, the top layer, the
middle layer and the bottom layer. The network corresponding
to the parity-check matrix given in (1) is presented in Fig. 2.
Consider an ω-dim linear network code for such a network.
This can be interpreted as that the source node s has ω
symbols to transmit, each of which belongs to a ﬁnite ﬁeld.
To represent these symbols, one may consider that there are ω
imaginary edges that has no originating nodes but terminate
at s. These edges have the natural basis of the ω-dimensional
space as their global encoding kernels. They are vectors in
the ω-dimensional space, which represent how the messages
are encoded. Without loss of generality, we assume that s
only forwards the symbols without performing any coding
operations, so the global encoding kernels of its ω outgoing
edges are just the natural basis. Each node in the second layer
has one and only one incoming edge, so it can only forward
the incoming symbol. Therefore, the global encoding kernels
of its outgoing edges are all the same and equal to the global
encoding kernel of its incoming edge. In general, a node in
the third layer can have more than one incoming edges. Since
linear network codes are considered, it can linearly combine
its incoming symbols, which means that the global encoding
kernel of an outgoing edge can be expressed as a linear

Consider an (n, k) linear code C over GF(q), where q is
the ﬁeld size. Let H be an (n − k) × n parity-check matrix
for C. Some components of H are restricted to be zero due
to network topology. Others are variables to be determined.
To avoid degenerate cases, we assume that each column of H
contains at least one variable. An assignment of values to these
variables is called an instantiation of H. A set of columns of
H is said to be potentially independent if there exists a ﬁeld
over which there is an instantiation of H that makes the set
of columns linearly independent.
Deﬁnition 1. An instantiation of H is said to be maximally recoverable (MR) if every potentially independent set of columns
of H is linearly independent under that instantiation.
It has been proved in [9, Lemma 32] that MR instantiation
always exists, provided that the ﬁeld size is large enough.
Theorem 1. An erasure pattern with erasures in locations
indexed by J ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} is correctable if and only if the
columns of H with indices in J are linearly independent.
Proof. We know that the columns of H with indices in J
are linearly independent if and only if there is no nonzero
codeword with support in J .
Suppose that the columns of H indexed by J are linearly
independent. If the erasure pattern corresponding to J is
not correctable, then there must be at least two codewords
whose restrictions to the complement of J are identical. The
difference of these two codewords is a nonzero codeword with
support in J , which is a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose the columns of H indexed by J are
linearly dependent, so that there is a nonzero codeword with
support in J . We cannot distinguish this nonzero codeword
with the all-zero codeword if the symbols indexed by J are
erased. Therefore, it is an uncorrectable erasure pattern.
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Theorem 3. A set of columns of H is potentially independent
if and only if the corresponding collection ξ of edges in the
bottom layer of GH satisﬁes condition (3).

combination of the global encoding kernels of its incoming
edges. Edges in the top and middle layers that have the same
global encoding kernels are said to be in an equivalence class.
Since coding is performed only by nodes in the third layer,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we let f i be the global encoding kernel
of the outgoing edge of node i in the third layer.
In an acyclic graph, two paths are said to be edge-disjoint if
they do not share a common edge. Given any collection ξ of
edges, let Vξ be the linear span of the global encoding kernels
of the edges in ξ, and maxﬂow(ξ) be the maximum number
of edge-disjoint paths which terminate at the edges in ξ.

Proof. Consider a collection ξ of edges in the bottom layer
that satisﬁes (3). Since the number of edge-disjoint paths from
s to ξ is equal to the number of edges in ξ, s can simply send
a set of |ξ| linearly independent vectors over these paths, and
thus the global encoding kernels of these edges are linearly
independent. If these global encoding kernels are regarded as
an instantiation of H, then the corresponding columns are
linearly independent. Hence, the condition (3) implies that the
corresponding columns of H are potentially independent.
Next consider a set of columns of H that are potentially
independent. Let the corresponding collection of edges in
the bottom layer of GH be ξ. We are going to prove by
contradiction that (3) holds. By deﬁnition of maxﬂow, we must
have |ξ| ≥ maxﬂow(ξ), since the number of edge-disjoint
paths terminating at edges in ξ cannot be larger than |ξ|.
Suppose strict inequality holds, i.e.,

Deﬁnition 3. An ω-dim linear network code is said to be
generic if for any non-empty collection ξ of edges, the condition
|ξ| = min{ω, maxﬂow(ξ)}
(2)
implies dim(Vξ ) = |ξ|.
More details of generic network codes can be found in [11,
Chapter 19]. Due to the topology of the network GH , the
condition for a network code to be generic can be simpliﬁed,
so that it sufﬁces to consider only collection ξ of edges in the
bottom layer, as shown in the following result:

|ξ| > maxﬂow(ξ).

(4)

Proof. First, notice that there are only ω outgoing edges of
node s. Given any collection ξ of edges, we must have

Construct a new graph G̃ from GH by removing all edges
in the bottom layer of GH that do not belong to ξ. It is clear
that maxﬂow(ξ) in the original graph is equal to the number
of edge-disjoint paths from s to t in G̃. We denote this number
by N . By the edge-connectivity version of Menger’s Theorem
(e.g. [12, Theorem 28.5]), the minimum cut for s and t in
G̃ contains N edges. Since the set of columns of H are
potentially independent, there exists an instantiation such that
these column vectors are linearly independent. Equivalently,
there exists a network code such that

min{ω, maxﬂow(ξ)} = maxﬂow(ξ),

|ξ| = dim(Vξ ).

Theorem 2. An ω-dim linear network code for GH is generic
if for any non-empty collection ξ of edges in the bottom layer,
the condition
|ξ| = maxﬂow(ξ)
(3)
implies dim(Vξ ) = |ξ|.

On the other hand, we must have dim(Vξ ) ≤ N , since the
global encoding kernels of these N edges, which together
form a cut between s and t, must lie within an N -dimensional
subspace. By the hypothesis in (4), N < |ξ|. Combining
the two inequalities, we have dim(Vξ ) ≤ N < |ξ|, which
contradicts with (5). Hence, a set of columns of H being
potentially independent implies that the corresponding edge
collection ξ satisﬁes (3).

so condition (2) can be simpliﬁed to (3).
Next, consider the case where ξ consists of edges not in the
bottom layer and |ξ| = maxﬂow(ξ). Denote one such edge by
e. Since |ξ| = maxﬂow(ξ), all other edges in the equivalence
class of e do not belong to ξ, for otherwise the number of
edge-disjoint paths from s to ξ must be smaller than |ξ|. By
construction, the global encoding kernel f e of e has a non-zero
element in one and only one coordinate. Deﬁne σ  ξ\{e} and
Uσ as the projection of Vξ onto the orthogonal complement of
f e . It is clear that |σ| = maxﬂow(σ). Moreover, if dim(Uσ ) =
|σ|, then dim(Vξ ) = |ξ|. By repeating the argument, it sufﬁces
to consider only the case where ξ consists of only edges in
the bottom layer.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section:
Theorem 4. An instantiation of H with f 1 , . . . , f n as its
columns is an MR instantiation if and only if f 1 , . . . f n form
an ω-dim generic network code for the network GH , where
ω  n − k.

By the construction of GH , it is clear that a network code
for GH is an instantiation of H, and vice versa. Our aim
is to prove that an instantiation being maximally recoverable
is equivalent to a network code being generic. Before doing
this, we need to establish the relationship between the potential
independency of columns of H and the maxﬂow of an edge
collection of GH :

978-1-5090-3097-2/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE

(5)

Proof. Consider a set of columns of H that is potentially
independent. Let the corresponding edge collection be ξ. By
Theorem 3, condition (3) holds. If f 1 , . . . , f n form a generic
network code, by Theorem 2, dim(Vξ ) = |ξ|. Therefore, those
columns of H are linearly independent. Since this is true for
all potentially independent set of columns, the corresponding
instantiation is MR. This proves the backward part.
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Next, consider an MR instantiation. If an edge collection ξ
satisﬁes (3), then by Theorem 3, the corresponding columns
are potentially independent. Since the instantiation is MR,
the global encoding kernels of the edges in ξ are indeed
linearly independent, implying that dim(Vξ ) = |ξ|. Hence,
the corresponding network code is generic, which completes
the forward part.

Theorem 6. An instantiation of H is an MR instantiation if

det (H(MI )) = 0.
(6)

V. M AXIMAL B IPARTITE M ATCHING

Corollary 7. An MR instantiation of H exists if the ﬁeld size,
q, satisﬁes
q > max Nx (H),
(7)

I∈ΩC

Proof. The condition implies that every determinant in (6) is
non-zero, and H(MI ) is of full rank for I ∈ ΩC . That means,
all maximally potentially independent columns are linearly
independent, and the instantiation is MR by deﬁnition.

In the last section, we have constructed a four-layer network
based on H. Suppose we remove from H the source node s,
the sink node t, and all edges incident to them. Then we obtain

a bipartite graph. We denote it by GH
(X , Y), where X is the
index set of nodes in the second layer while Y is the index
set of nodes in the third layer.

x

where the maximum is taken over all variable x in H and
Nx (H)  |{I ∈ Ωc (H) : column index of x ∈ I}|.
In addition, (7) holds if

Deﬁnition 4. A set M of edges in a graph is called a matching
if no two edges in M have a vertex in common. Moreover, M
is said to be a maximal matching if it is not a proper subset
of another matching.

q>

i=1

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3. Observe
that |I| = |ξ|, and condition (3) is equivalent to that there are
|ξ| edge-disjoint paths terminating at ξ. These edge-disjoint
paths, removing those edges in the top and bottom layer of
GH , are the matching required.

.

(9)

VI. MR I NSTANTIATION A LGORITHMS

Recall that an MR instantiation requires that all potentially
independent columns of H are linearly independent. Clearly, it
sufﬁces to consider only the sets of columns that are maximally
potentially independent, which means that adding an extra
column to such a set will violate the condition of potential
independence. Given H, denote the collection of the index sets
of maximally potentially independent columns by ΩC (H),

and the collection of all maximal matchings in GH
(X , Y) by
ΩM (H)1 . Theorem 5 implies that we can deﬁne a surjective
mapping f from ΩM to ΩC . We remark that the members
of ΩM can be enumerated by the algorithm in [13], and the
mapping f can be explicitly found.
In general, f is not injective. We deﬁne the partial inverse of
f , denoted by f −1 , by restricting the domain. In other words,
f −1 maps I ∈ Ωc to M ∈ ΩM such that f (M) = I. Note
that if more than one such maximal matchings exist, f −1 (C)
can be deﬁned as any of them.

By construction, each edge in the bipartite graph GH
(X , Y)
corresponds to a variable in H. Given any I ∈ ΩC , the
maximal matching MI  f −1 (I) consists of |I| edges, which
connects an |I|-subset of X , denoted by XI , to I ⊂ Y. Deﬁne
H(MI ) as the square submatrix of H by preserving the rows
indexed by XI and the columns indexed by I.

In this section, we present two MR instantiation algorithms.
We add the restriction that each variable must be assigned a
non-zero element. This constraint is relevant to the design of
LR codes, since assigning zero to a variable, in effect, changes
the composition of a repair group.
A. Algorithm based on Maximal Bipartite Matching
We design an algorithm that can produce a solution satisfying (6). Let there be v variables in (6), and denote them by
x1 , x2 , . . . , xv . Deﬁne x(l) as the vector of the ﬁrst l variables.
Denote the set of all determinants in (6) that contains xi by
Dxi , for i = 1, 2, . . . , v. Since we allow only non-zero values
to be assigned, we replace the ﬁeld size requirement in (9) to
ω 

n−1
q>
+ 1.
(10)
i−1
i=1
Suppose x(v − 1) have been assigned values. Consider the
assignment of xv . Ignoring for a moment those determinants
that do not involve xv , (6) can be expressed as
αd (x(v − 1))xv + βd (x(v − 1)) = 0 ∀d ∈ Dxv ,

(11)

where αd (x(v − 1)) is a determinant. If αd (x(v − 1)) = 0 for
all d ∈ Dxv and q − 1 > Nxv ≥ |Dxv |, then we can always
assign a non-zero element in GF(q) to xv such that (11) holds.

there is no ambiguity, we may omit their dependence on H.

978-1-5090-3097-2/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE

i−1

Proof. The condition in (6) can be expressed as a multi-variate
polynomial inequation. Consider a variable x which occurs in
H(MI ). Regarding other variables as ﬁxed, det (H(MI )) is
linear in x. As a result, the highest possible degree of x in (6)
is Nx (H). If (7) holds, then q is larger than the degree of
every variable in (6). The ﬁrst statement then follows directly
from Schwartz-Zippel Lemma [11, Lemma 19.17].
To prove the second statement, observe that the number of I
in (8) with |I| = i is at most n−1
i−1 . Nx can then be bounded
for
i
from 1 to ω.
above by summing n−1
i−1

Theorem 5. A set of columns of H, indexed by I, is
potentially independent if and only if there is a matching M

of GH
(X , Y) so that the nodes in Y that are indexed by I are
all incident by edges in M.

1 When

ω 

n−1

(8)
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Next consider the assignment of xv−1 . For d ∈ Dxv−1 ∩Dxv ,
we need to ensure that αd (x(v−1)) = 0. For d ∈ Dxv−1 \Dxv ,
we also need to ensure that those determinants are non-zero.
Therefore, we need to ensure that |Dxv−1 | determinants, in
total, are non-zero. By the same argument, this can be done
if x(v − 2) has been properly assigned and q − 1 > Nxv−1 ≥
|Dxv−1 |. Repeating the argument, an MR instantiation of the v
variables can be determined by a recursive procedure, provided
that the ﬁeld size satisﬁes (10). Other variables which do not
occur in (6) can be assigned arbitrarily.

Note that vectors in Vi ∩ Vξ cannot be chosen. In addition, we
need to exclude those vectors where w(x) < dim(Vi ). There
are q ν − (q − 1)ν such vectors, and it can be shown that
q ν − (q − 1)ν < νq ν−1 .
Therefore, the number of vectors in Vi that cannot be chosen
is bounded above by

∪ξ (Vi ∩ Vξ ) + νq ν−1 <
|Vi ∩ Vξ | + νq ν−1
(14)
ξ

≤

B. Algorithm based on Generic Network Coding
We design an algorithm that can produce a generic network
code for a given graph GH . For ease of presentation, we let
X ⊂<ω Y to mean that X is a subset of Y and the cardinality
of X is less than ω. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we denote the i-th
edge in the bottom layer of GH by ei , which corresponds to
the i-th column of H. In addition, we denote the vector space
spanned by the global encoding kernels of all incoming edges
of node i in the third layer by Vi . Given any vector x, we use
w(x) to denote the weight of x, which is the number of nonzero components of x. To ensure that our proposed algorithm
can be successfully executed, we impose the condition
ω−1
 n − 1
q>
+ ω.
(12)
α
α=0

(15)

ω−1


n − 1 ν−1
q
+ νq ν−1 (16)
α
α=0
ω−1

 n − 1
+ ω q ν−1 (17)
≤
α
α=0
≤

≤ q ν = |Vi |,

(18)

where (14) follows from the union bound, (15) follows
from
(16) follows from that there are at most
ω−1 (13),
n−1
choices of ξ to consider, (17) follows from that
α=0
α
ν ≤ ω, and (18) follows from (12). Hence, in Line 4, x can
always be found. Following the same argument in [11, p. 467],
it can be proved that the output of Algorithm 1 is indeed a
generic network code.
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Recall that the global encoding kernels of the edges in the
middle layer of the network belong to the natural basis. The
condition in Line 1, i.e., w(f e1 ) = dim(V1 ), implies no zero
is assigned in combining the incoming packets. In Line 2, we
initialize a set U0 , which stores the global encoding kernels
of the edges in the bottom layer that have been determined.
The for-loop which starts at Line 3 assigns a global encoding
kernel to each of the remaining edges in the bottom layer. The
main step is in Line 4, which needs a careful examination.
Note that the vector x in Step 4 can always be found. To
see this, we count the number of vectors in Vi that cannot be
chosen. Deﬁne ν  dim(Vi ), and consider a given ξ. Since
Vi ⊂ Vξ , we must have dim(Vi ∩ Vξ ) ≤ ν − 1. Hence,
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q ν−1 + νq ν−1

ξ

Algorithm 1 Assign Global Encoding Kernels for Edges in
the Bottom Layer of GH
Input: GH , where the dimension of H is ω × n
Output: {f ei : i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
1: Let f e1 be the unique 0-1 vector in V1 such that w(f e1 ) =
dim(V1 );
2: U0 := {e1 };
3: for i := 2, 3, . . . , n do
4:
Pick any x ∈ Vi such that w(x) = dim(Vi ) and x ∈ Vξ ,
where ξ ⊆<ω U0 such that {f e : e ∈ ξ} are linearly
independent and Vi ⊂ Vξ ;
5:
f ei := x;
6:
U0 := U0 ∪ {ei };
7: end for

|Vi ∩ Vξ | ≤ q ν−1 .



(13)

40

